1 Listen and read. Underline the questions in blue. Now underline the important words in the answers in red.

Peter and his friends, Lily and Fred, are talking about a busy weekend. What celebration did each child go to?

Peter: Hi, Lily! Hi, Fred!

Lily: Hi, Peter! How was your weekend?

Peter: It was good, thanks. I went to a great party!

Lily: Cool! Was it a birthday party?

Peter: No, it wasn’t. It was a street party! There were a lot of tables with food and drink, and there was a band.

Peter: How about you? What did you do?

Lily: I went to a wedding. It was my auntie’s wedding. We had a big party afterwards! It was great.

Lily: What about you, Fred?

Fred: Well, I didn’t go to a party or a wedding. I went to a funfair! It was fantastic. I went on the big wheel and the rollercoaster!

2 Now do the matching activity on page 109 of the Pupil’s Book, Activity 4.

---

1 Listen and write.

Peter

He went to ____________

There were ____________

Lily

She went to ____________

There was ____________

Fred

He went to ____________

There was ____________